Five tips for communicating
about going digital
Meeting the unique challenges and opportunities of a digital transformation requires powerful communication materials.
Follow these five tips to craft communications that will make your digital transformation a success.

1
Let customers
inspire you
Digital transformation should be
centered on meeting customer
needs. To do that, you need
to have a deep understanding
of their pain points, objectives,
and challenges. So talk to
them—and really listen to their
answers! Think about how you
can use digital to help your
customers achieve their goals,
and incorporate their words and
ideas into your communications.
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Establish a
common vision
Digital transformation requires
big investments in terms of time,
money, and people. It’s disruptive,
which can trigger resistance.
To get your entire organization
on board, executive leadership
needs to show alignment
and commitment to the strategic
vision. They should communicate
the business case for making
these changes—the value
that your transformation will
have for your customers and
your business—in a meaningful,
compelling way.

What to
expect...
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Be real

Strike a balance

Share your progress

Don’t fall prey to tech-speak just because
you’re writing and talking about digital. Using
jargon is rarely helpful and is often confusing.
Instead, use plain, direct language. Keep it
relatable by providing clear examples that
help employees and customers see how your
digital transformation will impact them.

Find the sweet spot between strategic and
tactical content. You don’t want to overwhelm
your audience with detail—but you don’t
want to leave them with unanswered
questions, either. To find the right level,
consider the purpose and audience of each
communication piece. Is the goal to build
awareness? To train? Is the audience broad
or specific? Then tailor your language and
messaging appropriately.

Digital transformation won’t happen
overnight. Employees may feel like certain
changes are giant leaps, while others are
baby steps. To help them feel comfortable
throughout the journey, be transparent
about each step. This means sharing where
you started (completing an assessment like
a digital maturity model can help), where
you are today, and where you’re heading.
Encourage teams to communicate openly
with each other about the challenges they’re
facing and the successes they’ve seen.

If you want to learn more about communicating about going digital,
get in touch at www.thoughtform.com or 412.488.8600.
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